AGENDA
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
WORK SESSION
January 8, 2019
STARTING AT 5:00 PM

LOCATION:

150 Courthouse Dr, Driggs, ID 83422
1st Floor Meeting Room

1. Approval of Minutes


Tuesday November 13, 2018

2. Chairman Business
Election of Chairman and Vice Chairman for 2019
5:00 PM – Item #1. – WORK SESSION: Comprehensive Plan Review Work Session It is time for the annual
review of progress towards implementing the Comprehensive Plan. The Planning Administrator will lead a work
session with the Planning and Zoning Commission to review the policy and implementation statements in the
Comprehensive Plan, noting what items have been accomplished, and what items need further work. Notes from
the work session will be conveyed to the Board of County Commissioners as part of the annual review. While all
meetings of the Planning and Zoning Commission are open to the public, this is not a public hearing. Any
comments from the public regarding how the Comprehensive Plan has been implemented and what more could be
done, will be welcomed in written form (letter and/or email) and will be included in the report to the Board of
County Commissioners.


This is a WORK SESSION only. Public comments will not be heard at this meeting.



Information on the above application(s) is available for public viewing in the Teton County Planning and
Zoning Office at the Courthouse between the hours of 9am and 5pm Monday through Friday.



The application(s) and related documents are posted, at www.tetoncountyidaho.gov. To view these
items, click on the Meeting Information Live Audio button on the home page and select the Planning &
Zoning Commission Public Hearing of January 8, 2019 under Upcoming Meetings.



Comments may be emailed to pz@co.teton.id.us. Written comments may be mailed or dropped off at:
Teton County Planning Department, 150 Courthouse Drive, Room 107, Driggs, Idaho 83422. Faxed
comments may be sent to (208) 354-8410.

Any person needing special accommodations to participate in the above noticed meeting should
contact the Board of County Commissioners’ office 2 business days prior to the meeting at 208-3548775.
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MINUTES
PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION
PUBLIC HEARING
November 13, 2018
STARTING AT 5:00 PM
150 Courthouse Dr, Driggs, ID 83422
1st Floor Meeting Room

Commissioners Present:
Sarah Johnston
Jack Haddox
David Breckenridge
Marlene Robson
Pete Moyer
Cleve Booker
Chris Larson
Staff Present
Gary Armstrong
Joshua Chase
Sharon Fox
1. Approval of Minutes


Tuesday October 9, 2018
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ACCEPTED AS AMENDED [UNANIMOUS]
Jack Haddox
Marlene Robson
Sarah Johnston, Jack Haddox, David Breckenridge, Marlene Robson, Pete Moyer, Cleve
Booker, Chairman, Chris Larson, Vice Chair

2. Chairman Business
There was no Chairman business.
3. Administrator Business
Mr. Armstrong reminded the Commission about the upcoming FEMA map adoption Open House on November
15, 2018 in the Commissioners' Meeting Room from 4:00 PM to 7:00 PM. He explained the outreach that
consisted of letters to almost 1,000 property owners affected by the new map and working with the Teton Valley
News to get a story in the paper explaining the information available to the public at the Open House.
Mr. Armstrong also talked about some recent subdivision applications that qualify for an administrative review at
Concept phase just to let them know they will be seeing them for the first time at the Preliminary phase.
Item #1. – ACTION ITEM - PUBLIC HEARING: Key Setback Variance James Key is requesting a property
boundary setback variance of 10 feet, from the required 30-foot setback, for construction of a garage on his
property located at 3392 Bainbridge Drive.
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LOCATION:

1.1
Minutes

Teton County Planning & Zoning Commission

November 13, 2018

Legal Description: LOT 53 BLK 1 PACKSADDLE CREEK EST DIV II SEC 8 T5N R44E & LOT 54 BLK 1
PACKSADDLE CREEK EST DIV II SEC 8 T5N R44E

Mr. James Key, applicant, reviewed his history with the property and his desire to build his garage, which
will not meet the current county setback requirements. He built his house before the formation of the
Planning Department and cannot move his house to accommodate the new setbacks for his garage.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
There was no public comment.
COMMISSION DELIBERATION:
The Commission had no issues with the request based on the topographic constraints and the setbacks that
were in place when the house was built. It was the consensus of the Commission that this Variance
application met the intent of the ordinance.
MOTION: Having concluded that the Criteria for Approval of a Variance found in Title 8-8-1 can be satisfied
with the inclusion of the following conditions of approval: 1) The requested variance shall not be exceeded;, 2)
Obtain all other required permits from Local, State, and Federal Agencies; and 3) Comply with the Teton County
Building Code. And, having found that the proposal is not a detriment to the public’s or neighbors’ health, safety,
and welfare, I move to APPROVE the Variance applied for by Mr. Key for a reduced side-yard setback of 20 feet
on the south property line and as described in the application materials submitted July 31, 2018.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Chris Larson, Vice Chair
Sarah Johnston
Sarah Johnston, Jack Haddox, David Breckenridge, Marlene Robson, Pete Moyer, Cleve
Booker, Chairman, Chris Larson, Vice Chair

Item #2. – ACTION ITEM - PUBLIC HEARING: Bitch Creek Ranch Subdivision Concept Review Mark
Stewart is proposing a 2 lot subdivision on approximately 80 acres. The residential lots will meet the zoning
requirements and will each be approximately 39.9 acres. The proposed subdivision is located north and west of the
Felt Townsite.
Legal Description: N2SE4 SEC 13 T7N R44E; RP07N44E135407
Mr. Armstrong explained the property was divided through an “ag exempt” land division in 2006 on a record
of survey, which created a total of 5 parcels from the original parent parcel. The survey also identified an
existing County road easement to and through the subject property providing access from the property via
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Mr. Armstrong explained that Mr. Key purchased two lots in Packsaddle Creek Subdivision in 1977, which was
prior to the County's adoption of an ordinance that established minimum setback requirements. In 1978 Mr. Key
submitted a plan to the Architectural Control Committee that showed the location of the proposed house along
with a detached garage, which was approved with 20' setbacks based on their CC&Rs. The existing home and
septic drain field location constrains the location of future buildings with the adopted County setbacks due to the
size of the lot and the topographic constraints on the back of the lot. Mr. Key would like to build a garage but
cannot meet the adopted County setbacks, which is the basis for his Variance request. Mr. Armstrong then
reviewed the criteria of approval.

1.1
Minutes

Teton County Planning & Zoning Commission

November 13, 2018

Mr. Patrick Gilroy with Y2 Consultants, representing the applicant, commented the applicant is requesting a
two lot subdivision on an 80 acre parcel. He had no further information to add but offered to answer
questions.
Ms. Johnston asked if building envelopes would be identified on the plat based on the results of the wildlife
assessment. Mr. Gilroy commented that he anticipated using county setbacks for building location rather than
committing to specific building site locations.
Ms. Robson asked approximately how far it was from the rim of Bitch Creek to the property. Mr. Gilroy
commented that from the existing homestead you can look down onto Bitch Creek, but the northwest corner
where the homestead is located is quite a ways from Bitch Creek because of the elevation.
Mr. Moyer asked if there were utilities to the property. Mr. Gilroy commented there is a power on the east
side of the property with a pole next to the original homestead.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
There was no public comment.
COMMISSION DELIBERATION:
Mr. Breckenridge commented he had no problem with the application and liked to see property owners come
forward and clean up the building rights issue. The Commission was in agreement that this was an
appropriate application and had no objections.
MOTION: Having concluded that the Criteria for Approval of a Subdivision Concept Plan found in Title 9-32(B-4) can be satisfied and having found that the proposal is generally consistent with the goals and policies of the
2012-2030 Teton County Comprehensive Plan, with the following conditions of approval: 1) Begin working with
EIPH for septic approval; 2) Begin working with Teton County Fire District for fire access requirements; and 3)
Conduct and submit any required studies, or obtain an NP waiver prior to Preliminary Plat submission, I move to
APPROVE the Concept Plan for Bitch Creek Ranch Subdivision as described in the application materials
submitted September 26, 2018 and as supplemented with additional applicant information attached to this staff
report.
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County Road W 14000 North to State Hwy 32. The Subdivision Ordinance indicates that lands which have
been divided through agricultural exemptions are not eligible for subsequent division with a One-Time-Only
division of a parcel of land, and adopted policy has clarified that agricultural exemption land divisions do not
establish building rights, therefore the applicant is seeking a two lot subdivision to obtain building rights. The
property is close to Bitch Creek and is also within a Wildlife Migration Corridor so an administrative Concept
review was not an option. The application requires an NP study or waiver request based on the proximity to
Bitch Creek and a wildlife study. That study has been completed and passed on to Fish & Game for their
review.

1.1
Minutes

Teton County Planning & Zoning Commission

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

November 13, 2018

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Chris Larson, Vice Chair
Marlene Robson
Sarah Johnston, Jack Haddox, David Breckenridge, Marlene Robson, Pete Moyer, Cleve
Booker, Chairman, Chris Larson, Vice Chair

Legal Description: TAX #6052 SEC 29 T6N R46E; RP06N46E296601
Mr. Joshua Chase reviewed the history of the subdivision east of the City of Tetonia which has an existing house
and access off of 6000 N with an easement that can be used for access to the proposed new parcel. The Public
Works Director questioned the slopes on the existing driveway and after speaking to the Fire Marshal, it does not
appear to be a problem. He commented there is an overlay on the property due to the proximity of South Leigh
Creek placing the property slightly in the Big Game Migration corridor. The applicant is aware a wildlife study
will be required as well as natural resource analysis.
Mr. Breckenridge asked if this was a lot within an existing subdivision that was being divided. Mr. Chase
commented it is surrounded by subdivisions but is not within an existing subdivision.

Mr. James Redmond, applicant, had nothing to add but offered to answer any questions. The Commission did
not have any questions for the applicant.
PUBLIC COMMENT:
There was no public comment.
COMMISSION DELIBERATION:
Ms. Johnston was concerned with forming a defacto subdivision since the One Time Only process has already
been used to create a non-conforming lot. If the One Time Only process was not used this would be a three
lot subdivision request that would incur fire protection. Mr. Chase explained that there was a parent parcel
that was at one time large enough to allow a three lot subdivision but the owner agreed to a boundary
adjustment with an adjacent property to the north, so it no longer was large enough to accommodate three
conforming lots and an interior road. The parcel being subdivided meets the size requirements for the two lot
subdivision process. Mr. Chase pointed out that there are water sources for fire suppression in adjacent
subdivision so fire suppression was not a concern of the Fire Marshal for this subdivision proposal. Mr.
Booker pointed out that the application is for a two lot subdivision and must be judged by the current
ordinance requirements for a division of two lots, regardless of the past history of the parent parcel.
Ms. Johnston commented that since the access road for the two lots will ultimately access the non-conforming
lot as well, she felt the access should be required to meet County road standards for an interior road.
MOTION: Having concluded that the Criteria for Approval of a Subdivision Concept Plan found in Title 9-32(B-4) can be satisfied, and having found that the proposal is generally consistent with the goals and policies of the
2012-2030 Teton County Comprehensive Plan, I move to APPROVE the Concept Plan for Howard-Redmond
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Item #3. – ACTION ITEM - PUBLIC HEARING: Howard-Redmond Subdivision Concept Review The
applicants are proposing a 2 lot subdivision on approximately 6 acres. The residential lots will meet the zoning
requirements and will be 3.47 and 2.5 acres. The proposed subdivision is located east of the City of Tetonia.

1.1
Minutes

Teton County Planning & Zoning Commission

November 13, 2018

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
NAYS:

APPROVED [6 TO 1]
Chris Larson, Vice Chair
Pete Moyer
Jack Haddox, David Breckenridge, Marlene Robson, Pete Moyer, Cleve Booker, Chairman,
Chris Larson, Vice Chair
Sarah Johnston

Item #4. – SCENIC CORRIDOR DESIGN REVIEW: Charette Scenic Corridor Review Sam Charette is
requesting approval to place a pre-manufactured storage shed within the scenic corridor of State Hwy 33. The
structure will be constructed of stained wood with black trim and a black metal roof. The structure is 12’ x 24’ X
11’ and will be located between an existing house and yurt.
Legal Description: LOT 11 TWIN SPRUCE SUB #II SEC 14 T4N R45E; RP001180000110

Mr. Chase commented Sam Charette is requesting approval to place a pre-manufactured storage shed within
the Scenic Corridor of State Hwy 33. The structure will be constructed of stained wood with black trim and a
black metal roof. The structure is 12’ x 24’ X 11’ and will be located between an existing house and a yurt.
The material proposed is non-reflective.
Mr. Sam Charette, applicant, showed a photo for his storage shed at 3510 S. 500 W. Mr. Moyer asked Mr.
Charette if he would be moving the shipping containers. He stated he already removed the shipping
container.
COMMISSION DELIBERATION:
Mr. Haddox recused himself from the decision due to past dealings with the property and several of the
neighbors.
Ms. Johnston commented she appreciated the clustering of the structures on the site and the dark wood color
of the proposed shed. She did not have any issues with the application.
Mr. Larson agreed with Ms. Johnston and felt it would be a good idea to specify the colors proposed in the
motion.
Mr. Breckenridge commented he felt it was a big improvement from the existing shipping containers and had
no problem with the application.
MOTION: Having found that the proposed development for Sam Charette is consistent with the Teton County
development ordinances, specifically Title 8-5-2-D, I move to approve the scenic corridor permit with the
following conditions of approval: 1) The shed will be wood sided; 2) The trim will be black; and 3)There will be a
black, non-reflective metal roof.
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Subdivision as described in the application materials submitted September 27, 2018 and as supplemented with
additional applicant information attached to this staff report with the following conditions of approval: 1) Begin
working with EIPH for septic approval, 2) Teton County Fire Dristict for fire access requirements; and 3) Conduct
and submit any required studies prior to Preliminary Plat submission. The applicants are directed to prepare the
following studies prior to the preliminary plat hearing: Natural Resources Analysis and Wildlife Habitat
Assessment.
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Minutes

Teton County Planning & Zoning Commission

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:
RECUSED:

November 13, 2018

APPROVED [6 TO 0]
Chris Larson, Vice Chair
David Breckenridge
Sarah Johnston, David Breckenridge, Marlene Robson, Pete Moyer, Cleve Booker,
Chairman, Chris Larson, Vice Chair
Jack Haddox

MOTION: Adjourn at 6:15 PM
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

Teton County

ADOPTED [UNANIMOUS]
David Breckenridge
Jack Haddox
Sarah Johnston, Jack Haddox, David Breckenridge, Marlene Robson, Pete Moyer, Cleve
Booker, Chairman, Chris Larson, Vice Chair
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ADJOURN

Teton County
Comprehensive Plan
Review - 2018

Attachment: Comp Plan Review - PZC Work Session Jan 8 2019 (Comprehensive Plan Review Work Session)

3.1.a
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Comp Plan Assumptions ....................................................................................................................... 4

3.1.a

Teton County’s Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2012. It is intended to guide the County from
2012-2030. The Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan) serves as the basis for the County’s land use
development governance. As per Idaho Local Land Use Planning Act (Title 67 Chapter 65 of Idaho
Code), the comp plan provides an overall view of current conditions for the County, and an
articulation of direction for the County for the planning horizon, in this case, about 20 years. The
comp plan is used to formulate land use policies, usually in the form of local land use codes such as
zoning and subdivision rules, that will guide what kind of land use happens where, and under what
terms.
The comp plan serves as the guiding policy document for land use decisions, as it provides a broad,
big-picture point of view. This comes in the form of basic assumptions of what the people of the
County want it to look like. Comprehensive planning efforts involve the efforts of sometimes
hundreds of people, over several months, coming together to form a cohesive vision for the future.
Policy direction is then formed that if implemented, should result in the desired vision.
As conditions, people, populations, economic conditions all change, it is important to regularly review
the vision of the comp plan to make sure it still reflects the values held by the residents of the
County. Additionally, regular formal review of the comp plan can determine if the implementing
policies of the county, specifically the subdivision and planning and zoning codes, still support the
vision of the plan.
It has been six years since the adoption of the Teton County Comprehensive Plan. It is time to review
the basic assumptions of the plan, and determine what, if any, things have changed since that time.
The purpose of this report is to review the base assumptions and policy statements of the Comp
Plan, and outline the process for that review and identification of items that should be updated.
This review goes through every policy statement in the Comp Plan, and notes how it has been
implemented if it has, or what would need to be done to implement it. Many of the policy statements
are very specific, while others are more general, which is the nature of Comprehensive Plans. Some of
the policy statements acknowledge the overall need for cooperation by the various entities that have
regulatory control over some part of Teton County. This review also attempts to point out competing
policy statements where they occur.
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Teton County – Comprehensive Plan
Review - 2018

3.1.a

The Comp Plan was written on the tail end of a period of high growth and subdivision of lands in
Teton County. In the years 2000-2009, Teton County was the second fastest growing rural county in
the United States. Growth was driven primarily by real estate speculation and development, and
construction. In that period, land that had been in agricultural use was subdivided for rural
development. When the Comp Plan was written, approximately 7,000 new lots had been created in
the previous 10 years, and were awaiting development. In 2018, most of these lots are still
undeveloped. Most remain in agricultural use. Many have been sold and homes have been built.
Many lots sit vacant, as property owners reserve the land for future development or investment.
Some lots have been left in subdivisions with incomplete roads, water systems, or other
infrastructure. The point is, the Comp Plan was written in response to the high numbers of
subdivisions being platted and recorded. This growth served as a key component in a desire of many
in the County to slow the growth, with a hope to ensure the rural character of the Valley. At the time
of the Comp Plan adoption, the rapid growth of creating subdivisions had peaked, parallel to the
national peak or housing bubble as some have called it. Growth leading up to the adoption of the
Comp Plan has certainly not been sustained since that time.
New Subdivision and Zoning Code
A very key assumption of the Comp Plan process was that the code in place at the time was
inadequate, and had resulted in subdivision platting that in some cases, did not support the vision
that many in the community held, that is, maintaining the rural character and protecting the natural
resources central to live in Teton Valley. It was then assumed that following completion the Comp
Plan, that new subdivision and zoning codes would be developed and adopted, that would better
support the goals laid out in the new Comp Plan. Several years, countless meetings, hours of work by
contractors, staff, and the public were spent developing new subdivision and zoning code. It is
important to note here, that this “Draft Code” stalled out with the Planning and Zoning Commission
after years of work sessions. The Planning and Zoning Commission has not made a recommendation
on adoption or rejection of the draft code, nor has it gone to the Board of County Commissioners for
their consideration. This creates a challenging scenario since Idaho law requires that subdivision and
zoning regulations are consistent with the Comp Plan, yet the adopted Comp Plan specifically calls
out the insufficiencies of the subdivision and zoning code in place at the time the Comp Plan was
written. Now, in 2018, the “draft code” is yet to be adopted, and Teton County is still using the
subdivision and zoning code that has been in place since the early 2000’s (with a few minor
amendments). So while the Comp Plan assumed that a new subdivision and zoning code would
follow, this has not happened.
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Comp Plan Assumptions

Population Projections
County population is one primary driver in the Comp Plan. Appendix section A3.1. Populations
considers the population at the time the Comp Plan was written, with various growth projection
scenarios from 2010 through 2040. Growth rate the time is noted at 5.28%. At the time of the Comp
Plan, Teton County had nearly doubled in population between 2000 and 2010. If that trend
continued, significant changes would occur to The Valley. The Comp Plan projects that at a continued
growth rate of 5.28%, Teton County would now have around 16,000 people. Population did not
continue to grow at that rate. Instead, 2017 Census estimates put Teton County population at around
11,000. The following charts note population change as it has occurred since the Comp Plan was
written, with updated growth scenarios.
The following chart shows Teton County population since 1980, with a trend line extending to 2040.
Average growth from 1980 through 2017 has been about 3.75% per year. This more conservative
projection indicates a population of around 17,000 by 2030, projecting to 20,000 in the mid 2040.

Teton County Population - 1980-2017
With Trending Projection
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As a point of comparison to see if this projection passes a reality check, we can look to growth in
Blaine County (Sun Valley) that many have indicated is an appropriate comparison as a community
that has transitioned from agricultural, to a resort community. In 1980, Blaine County population was
about 10,000, or roughly where Teton County is now. The latest population estimates from U.S.
Census Bureau for Blaine County (2017) place their population at just over 22,000. As a resort
destination, it took Blaine County just under 40 years to grow from 10,000, to the 22,000 people it
has today. Applying the same sustained growth that Blaine County has experienced since 1980
(approximately 2.75%), Teton County would reach 20,000 around 2040.
5
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Teton County Population Growth Projections
2017-2040
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These kind of population projections are clearly not perfect, as there is no way to really know what
kind of change will occur in the next 20 years. However, it can help as the Comp Plan looks to
implement policies that can support a desired level of growth. Looking at this another way as it
translates to the land use and development policies, it is appropriate to ask the question – how will
Teton County be able to accommodate the growth as it occurs? What can be done to provide
housing, commercial, and community needs?
The following table provides an idea of what would be needed in terms of housing units as population
grows. The table includes the same three growth scenarios of low, middle, and high growth rates.
This is purely a mathematical function and makes no value assertion or judgement. It considers that
under a high growth scenario, that by 2040, if the population is to reach 33,000 as high growth
projections indicate, then about 9,500 housing units would be needed. If the County experiences low
growth, the 2.75%, then only 4,300 housing units would be needed to meeting housing needs.
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The follow chart depicts what the population might look like under three growth scenarios of 2.75%,
3.75%, and 4.75%. Conservative growth of 2.75% (the bottom line) would follow the kind of growth in
Blaine County over the last 40 years. The middle line indicates a continuation of growth rates, and the
top line indicates an increased growth rate.

Year

Projected
Population
– 2.75%
Growth
Rate

2017
2020
2025
2030
2035
2040

11,381
12,345
14,139
16,193
18,546
21,240

Housing
Units
Needed
between
2017 and
Year
423
1,210
2,111
3,143
4,324

Projected
Population
– 3.75%
Growth
Rate
11,381
12,709
15,278
18,366
22,078
26,540

Housing
Units
Needed
between
2017 and
Year
582
1,127
3,064
4,692
6,649

Projected
Population
– 4.75%
Growth
Rate
11,381
13,081
16,497
20,805
26,239
33,092

Housing
Units
Needed
between
2017 and
Year
746
2,244
4,133
6,517
9,522

The point of this isn’t to re-write the policy statements in the Comp Plan. It is to provide a framework
for applying the policies within the assumptions of the Comp Plan. The Comp Plan accurately points
on that “From 2000 to 2010, Teton County, Idaho was one of the fastest growing counties in the
nation.” (page 1-1). However, this growth has not been sustained.

Review Summary
This review looked only at the policy statements of the Comp Plan as the basis for evaluation. Much
of the Comp Plan describes the process, or brainstorms a list of ideas for implementing different
policies. But the regulatory aspect of the Comp Plan is found in the policy statements. So that was the
basis for analysis. Those that were directly involved with the Comp Plan process that may have
supported various committees or subcommittees may not agree with this analysis, and may note that
how things are analyzed, is not what was intended. That is probably fair. However, the analysis takes
the policy statements on face value, and looks at what was WRITTEN, which may not have exactly
captured what was INTENDED.
So, after a detailed review of the Comp Plan, how are we doing? Is the County meeting what was
outlined in the plan?
A simple answer is that the County is really doing a pretty good job. There are things we are doing
well. There are things we could do better. And there are some changes to our code that are needed
to more fully implement the ideas in the Comp Plan. Much of the Comp Plan was done with the
assumption that new subdivision and zoning regulation would follow. Where that effort stalled
out, at this point it is a matter of fitting the existing code with the Comp Plan. And in all reality, it
isn’t that far off.
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A review of the policy statements did find a few, not a lot, contradictions, or at the least, some
muddled clarity when some policy statements are in context with other statements addressing the
same issue. As an example, one section of the Comp Plan calls for low density housing on the edges
of the cities, and two other sections call for higher density housing on the edge of the cities. Another
example are some statements that push commercial development into the cities, with some very
specific statements about retail commercial, yet other sections encourage home based business
development in areas outside of the cities. These are probably the two most challenging aspects of
the plan that are not in total agreement.
The last concept in the plan that is a challenge to quantify is the idea of “rural character.” This
concept is called for multiple times throughout the Comp Plan. Yet it is never really clearly defined.
This becomes a challenge in two significant ways. First, residential development in the
unincorporated county is generally low density in nature, with minimum lot sizes at 2 ½ acres, but
whether or not that meets “rural character,” that is not quantified. Clearly, larger lots generally
translates to a more rural feel, but there is no determination of what that threshold is. The second
way this creates a challenge is in the development within the cities. While each city has their own
comprehensive plan and zoning regulation, the County’s Comp Plan asserts the need for higher
density housing and commercial development within the cities. This has potential to conflict with the
idea of “rural character” as high density housing and commercial is rarely associated with “rural
character.” If growth projections persist, with potential for county wide populations between 20,000
and 25,000 by 2040, and that growth is primarily accommodated with high density residential and
commercial development within the cities, the “rural character” of the cities may give way to high
density housing and commercial development. This also demonstrates that much of the County Comp
plan addressed desired density and land use within the incorporated cities, that each have their own
set of plans and regulations.
Moving on from the general challenges with the Comp Plan, the following are tasks I would consider
to be the next step in implementing the policy statements in the Comp Plan. These are repeated the
in the table that considers each task in context of the goals and policies under each sub-section. I
thought it might be useful to combine these primary implementation steps into one general list.
However, they do make more sense in context of each sub-section.
Clearly, this list is not exhaustive of what more could be done. Many of the policy statements are
non-regulatory in nature. Others would require creation of entirely new departments within Teton
County, such as recommendations for establishment for County Parks and Recreation Department
and System, or a County Historic Preservation Officer/Program. Since the purpose of this review is in
context of planning and zoning, I focused on those policies that address planning and zoning issues,
vs. establishment of new departments or programs. The noted need for policy improvement then
focuses on policies from the economic development element of the Framework Plan (Chapter 5) of
the Comp Plan.
8
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1.6
Encourage and pursue
economic diversity, innovation and
creativity to keep our economy
stable

Implementing this
statement can take a couple
of forms. It involves
continued support of the
Chamber of Commerce and
the Teton Valley Business
Development Center to
name a couple of
organizations. But is also
takes the form of ensuring
that land use and
development codes are
designed in a way to favor
and support economic
development, that can
diversify the economic base
while retaining the values of
the Valley.

1.7
Support the expansion of
recreational, cultural, and
entertainment options that would
improve the visitor experience and
boost economic development

Recreational, cultural, and
entertainment events are
usually operated and
promoted by organizations
or businesses.

Teton County needs to
review the types of desired
economic development
outlined in the Comp Plan in
context of local code
regulation. Upon review,
code revisions should occur
that will result in policy that
“encourages, and pursues
economic diversity” instead
of limiting and crushing it.
This review needs to add
additional land uses that are
not considered in the current
code, revise the land use
table that assigns where such
uses are permitted under
what terms. (Teton County
Code 8-4-1)
Teton County needs to
review the regulatory
framework (such as
temporary use permits) for
these types of events, and
identify ways to improve the
temporary use permitting
process (Teton County Code
8-6-3) as necessary. Teton
County also needs to
determine what, if any of
these kinds of uses could be
permitted through changes in
zoning or uses in specific
zones, to better allow these
kinds of events. For example,
current code does not
acknowledge and “event
center” land use. This
translates to trying to apply
other land uses that do not
directly apply, in determining
where such uses can take
place. Presently, only small
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parcels of unincorporated
land between Driggs and
Victor are zoned for
commercial use. To
implement expansion of
recreational, cultural, and
entertainment options on
private lands, such uses
would need to be authorized
in A/RR-25 or A-20, or zoning
would need to change on
areas deemed appropriate
for such activities.
2.3
Promote smart growth
strategies that help preserve rural
character by enhancing existing
communities and directing
development towards them.

Smart Growth is defined as
“Planning strategies that
focus on concentrating
development in compact,
walkable population
centers. Strategies also
address interconnections
between environmental
projection, social equity,
public health, and economic
sustainability.”

If the desire is to push direct
all development towards
existing communities, this
can be accomplished through
systematic zoning that
prohibits development in the
unincorporated county. This
however must balance
development in the existing
communities, vs.
development that by its
nature, may be more
The primary role of
appropriate on the fringes of
promoting development in
the cities, or removed from
the three incorporated cities the cities all together. For
is the responsibility of each
most of Teton County, only
city.
agriculture and residential
uses are permitted in the
unincorporated portions of
the county, thus by default,
directing development into
the cities.

2.4
Encourage and attract
businesses that are economically
and environmentally friendly, and
promote stewardship and
accountability in business

Encouraging and attracting
businesses under these
terms can be done through
incentivizing location of
such businesses through
favorable zoning, approval
processes, or direct
incentives.

To date, no incentives have
been developed for
attracting businesses of any
kind to the unincorporated
county. Other than ten small
parcels of land between
Driggs and Victor, Teton
County zoning discourages
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most kinds of business
development in the
unincorporated county. In
order to implement this
policy in the unincorporated
county, changes must be
made that either provide
areas zoned for this type of
development, or these types
of development be allowed
to occur in areas zoned A/RR2.5 or A-20.
4.7
Encourage creative
economic solutions such as livework opportunities and appropriate
home businesses

Live-work opportunities in
the unincorporated county
is presently accomplished
through home occupation
permits as outlined in Teton
County Code 8-6-4. Specific
types of uses are noted in
the land use table in Teton
County Code 8-4-1, which
notes if uses are allowed by
right, permitted
conditionally, through a
conditional use permit, or
prohibited. This policy
statement could appear in
conflict with the several
other policy statements in
this section of the Comp
Plan that direct to direct
commercial development
into the cities. These would
include policy statements
such as ED 1.8, 2.3, and 4.5.
4.8
Encourage the development Management of density for
of low-density, high-quality
neighborhood development
neighborhoods adjacent to existing is accomplished through
cities
zoning regulation that
guides development
density. At present, The
unincorporated county
includes three density
options – A/RR 2.5, A-20,

The County should review
Teton County Code 8-6-4
regarding home occupation
permits and adjust regulation
to meet more realistic
constraints for businesses in
A/RR 2.5 and A-20 areas,
especially in consideration of
re-purposing existing ag
buildings for potential
business development.
Additionally, there are
several land uses that have
been presented that are not
covered in current code, that
should be added to the land
use table in 8-4-1, further
encouraging such business
development.

Implementation of this policy
statement should be
balanced with ED 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4, which also address
housing supply and density in
areas that can be served by
city services. Once these
potentially conflicting
direction – higher density as
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and PUD. Implementing this
policy statement would best
be utilizing R-1 or R-2 that
are currently allowed in the
current code (8-3-6 C & D).
This would require a change
in zoning in the lands
adjacent to the cities and
city areas of impact.

directed in 4.4, or lower
density as noted in this
statement – then zoning in
areas around the cities and
city areas of impact should
be adjusted accordingly.
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The Comp Plan contains a number of guiding principles, benefits and opportunities, broken out into
broad community concepts: economic development, transportation, natural resources + outdoor
recreation, community events + facilities, agriculture + rural heritage, and youth group (goals
identified by youth in the planning process). These are broad by design, and provide a foundation
base for specific policy direction. While most of the focus of this Comp Plan review focuses on the
specific policy direction, and how it has been implemented, it is important to consider the concepts
behind the policy. Listed below are the guiding principles, benefits and opportunities in each of these
areas that were identified in the planning process. Planning process as described in Chapter 3 of the
Comp Plan identifies the many ways that residents of Teton County participated and contributed to
the process. In addition to various outreach techniques used, a number of subcommittees, for each
element of the plan were utilized. This allowed for greater participation, but it also did not ensure
that what one subcommittee came up with, complemented what another subcommittee decided.
The result in overall contexts is that some of the policy statements in one section can seem to be in
conflict with statements in other sections. This provides a challenge in implementation. As an
example that is brought out later in this review document, one section of the plan calls out for “Smart
growth” including higher density housing on the fringes of the cities, but another section calls for low
density growth on the fringes of the cities. Each approach makes sense in context of the individual
section, yet in the broader context of the whole plan, they are in conflict.
The following is a list of the guiding principles, benefits, and opportunities as outlined in Chapter 4 of
the Comp Plan.
Economic Development
Guiding Principles


Encourage, promote and support locally-owned valley businesses



Incentivize local commerce



Create a hospitable and attractive environment for businesses and visitors



Preserve our rural character and heritage and help local agricultural industries flourish



Attract businesses that are economically and environmentally friendly



Encourage stewardship and accountability



Pursue economic diversity, innovation and creativity

Benefits


Provide long-term economic stability (minimizes boom/bust cycles)



Provide gainful employment



Provide independence



Develop community identity
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Keep money in the valley



Preserve valley aesthetics



Brand and market Teton Valley



Promote smart growth strategies and our lifestyle community



Attract businesses that support the guiding principles



Improve infrastructure



Improve existing educational facilities and develop educational opportunities to support economic
development, including post-secondary education via the internet, telecommuting and extension
offices



Embrace our cultural diversity and heritage



Develop a coordinated and collaborative economic development strategy



Support creative economic solutions such as live-work opportunities and appropriate home
businesses

Transportation
Guiding Principles


Create convenient, safe, timely, sustainable, efficient and year-round options for multi-modal
transportation that satisfy a multitude of needs



Provide a well connected transportation network in Teton Valley



Provide well maintained transportation infrastructure including roads, paved pathways and
sidewalks



Develop regional connections



Encourage pedestrian connectivity in appropriate areas



Develop transportation appropriate for a rural community, respectful of the unique character of
Teton Valley

Benefits


Provide multiple choices for transportation



Provide interconnection to, from and within Teton County for residents, visitors and businesses



Increase the economic desirability of Teton County



Improve traffic flow



Create a healthy community



Reduce future transportation impacts such as pollution and harm to wildlife



Provide cost-effective and timely transportation solutions

Opportunities


Improve the condition and safety of existing transportation infrastructure



Improve wayfinding and gateway signage into Teton Valley and its cities



Improve overall mobility within Teton County through options for multi-modal transportation
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Develop paved paths to connect all communities within the county to adjacent communities and
Capitalize on funding opportunities for multi-modal transportation options



Explore opportunities for public transit for commuting, visiting and recreation



Promote development that is transit, pedestrian, and bicycle friendly



Establish principles/processes by which future decisions can be made

Natural Resources + Outdoor Recreation
Guiding Principles


Enhance and preserve our access to public lands and recognize the need to accommodate different user
groups in a way that minimizes user conflict and area damage



Conserve public lands and natural resources (air, water, wildlife, fisheries, wetlands, dark skies, view
sheds, soundscape, soils, open space, native vegetation)



Provide multiple use recreation, including biking, hiking, hunting, skiing, fishing, motorized and nonmotorized trail riding, horseback riding, boating, non-motorized flight and more



Balance private property rights and protection of natural resources



Recognize, respect and/or mitigate natural hazards, including but not limited to flooding, earthquakes,
landslides, radon and fires



Promote the acquisition of open space for natural resource protection by a variety of means including
financial compensation



Reduce infestation/introduction of invasive species



Respect sensitive habitat and migration areas for wildlife



Respect cultural heritage sites



Recognize that tourism is a fundamental component of our economy and is dependent on healthy
natural resources

Benefits


Conserve native wildlife habitat, wetlands, and water bodies



Protect and provides an adequate supply of clean water



Maintain and improves air quality



Promote public health, safety and welfare



Provide physical links between neighborhoods, cities and recreation areas (trails, pathways, etc.)



Promote economic development through tourism and quality of life



Provide sustainable opportunities for generations of families to remain and make a living here through
all stages of life



Bring together community and builds acceptance of diverse lifestyles



Minimize detrimental effects of special hazards and their inherent risks

Opportunities


Create developmental regulations that are consistent with diverse community values, balance natural
resources and growth, are predictable and preserve the economic value of the land



Make this a place where people want to live while remaining affordable, preserving heritage and
protecting resources for all users
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Maintain and improve existing public land and river access and work to create new access (e.g. summer
and winter travel plan)



Create new and sustainable funding options and incentives to protect open space, rural lands and



Preserve and improve recreational opportunities as well as natural resources



Create benchmarks for monitoring and preserving natural resources



Create and sustain economic development through promotion of recreational opportunities and natural
resources

Community Events + Facilities
Guiding Principles


Encourage diverse and affordable activities for all ages



Encourage the development of quality education facilities - primary, secondary and post-secondary



Provide quality services and facilities in a coordinated manner for the health and safety of the
community



Encourage an environment that fosters community involvement



Encourage location of new facilities in existing population centers to maximize efficiency and
convenience

Benefits


Bridge cultural differences to create a strong sense of community



Increase community interaction and sense of place



Support economic development



Create an efficient infrastructure system, as a foundation for community sustainability

Opportunities


Find common ground by identifying shared values and priorities and acknowledging differences
respectfully



Develop Master Plans for Recreation, Community Facilities and Services that coordinate and
include all providers and users



Explore new funding options (e.g. Recreation District, grants, private donations) to develop and
support affordable activities for all ages (e.g. Recreation Center, 4 -H, etc.)



Expand and develop pre-K through post secondary education system



Encourage partnerships and working relationships with non-profit groups in order to expand
services and facilities

Agricultural + Rural Heritage
Guiding Principles


Maintain our small town feel and rural heritage



Ensure that planned growth maintains our rural character



Balance property rights and rural character



Develop a means to compensate private property owners for large parcels of open space that
benefit the community
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Manage invasive weeds and open spaces



Preserve open space and rural character



Preserve our small town, agricultural heritage



Promote Teton County’s distinctive identity

Opportunities


Return platted land to agricultural production where appropriate and viable



Support and enhance agriculture and ranching



Facilitate the transfer of land



Explore funding options to protect open lands (e.g. Land District, voluntary open space fees and
Land Trust Conservation Easements)



Support local agriculture through improved infrastructure (e.g. improve and maintain roads for
agricultural product transportation)

Youth Groups
Guiding Principles


Encourage the development of art, culture, and recreational facilities



Encourage challenging, relevant, hands-on, diverse classes and experience



Facilitate a more vibrant economy and encourage local business



Encourage the preservation of, and access to, natural resources



Provide more educational resources



Provide productive, engaging, affordable, and positive entertainment



Provide opportunities for youth involvement and leadership in the community

Benefits


Create more jobs



Improve education



Stimulate the local economy



Create a healthy and happy community



Increase social and economic capital of the valley



Improve satisfaction in community



Encourage positive contributions from youth to the community

Opportunities


Art, cultural, and recreation center that includes a swimming pool



Increased funding for education



Well-maintained and accessible trails



Recreation center (teen-friendly facilities and entertainment)



Public transportation



Diverse job opportunities
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Building on the foundations just outlined, goals for each area were established, with accompanying
policy statements to support each goal. This section reviews those policy statements, provides a brief
assessment of how they can be implemented, and describes actions taken to implement the goals.
Many of the policy statements note the need for greater cooperation, or identify direction that is
regulated by other entities such as Idaho Department of Transportation, the incorporated cities,
Teton County School District #401, or the Forest Service or BLM. The highlighted sections are those
that the County needs to take action to revise the County’s regulatory framework to implement.
Economic Development Goals and Policies
Goal ED 1: Develop a coordinated and collaborative economic development strategy that
encourages, promotes and supports locally-owned businesses and creates a hospitable and
attractive environment for businesses and tourists.
Policy Statement

Implementation

1.1
Actively work with other
economic development focused
organizations such as the Chamber
of Commerce, Teton Valley
Business Development Center, and
other municipalities to create a
coordinated and collaborative
economic development strategy for
Teton County.

This policy statement
focuses on collaboration of
key stakeholders with
common, vested interest in
the economic development
success of the County.

1.2
Brand and market Teton
Valley.

This is primarily
implemented by the
Chamber of Commerce,
local businesses, and the
Teton Valley Business
Development Center.

1.3
Encourage and support local
commerce.
1.4
Encourage infrastructure
development such as
transportation and
telecommunication facilities that
are important for agriculture
operations, businesses and visitors.

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
No policy actions are required
to implement this goal. This
requires general cooperation
of those with a common
desire to see economic
success in the County.

No County policy action is
necessary.

No County policy action is
necessary.
The County plays a central
role in key infrastructure,
especially the transportation
network of roads and
bridges.

Teton County Road and
Bridge Department are
currently leading a
transportation planning effort
to address current and long
range transportation needs.
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1.5
Improve existing
educational facilities and develop
diverse educational opportunities
including post-secondary education
via the internet, telecommuting
and extension sites.

This is primarily the role of
Teton County School District
#401.

The community recently
approved bonding to
construct new schools in
Driggs and Victor. No County
Action is necessary.

1.6
Encourage and pursue
economic diversity, innovation and
creativity to keep our economy
stable

Implementing this
statement can take a couple
of forms. It involves
continued support of the
Chamber of Commerce and
the Teton Valley Business
Development Center to
name a couple of
organizations. But is also
takes the form of ensuring
that land use and
development codes are
designed in a way to favor
and support economic
development, that can
diversify the economic base
while retaining the values of
the Valley.

1.7
Support the expansion of
recreational, cultural, and
entertainment options that would
improve the visitor experience and
boost economic development

Recreational, cultural, and
entertainment events are
usually operated and
promoted by organizations
or businesses.

Teton County needs to
review the types of desired
economic development
outlined in the Comp Plan in
context of local code
regulation. Upon review,
code revisions should occur
that will result in policy that
“encourages, and pursues
economic diversity” instead
of limiting and crushing it.
This review needs to add
additional land uses that are
not considered in the current
code, revise the land use
table that assigns where such
uses are permitted under
what terms. (Teton County
Code 8-4-1)
Teton County needs to
review the regulatory
framework (such as
temporary use permits) for
these types of events, and
identify ways to improve the
temporary use permitting
process (Teton County Code
8-6-3) as necessary. Teton
County also needs to
determine what, if any of
these kinds of uses could be
permitted through changes in
zoning or uses in specific
zones, to better allow these
kinds of events. For example,
current code does not
acknowledge and “event
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1.8
Support the establishment
of an economic development
coordinator

The Plan is unclear if this is
intended to support the
efforts of other economic
development organizations
as mentioned in other tasks,
or the establishment of an
economic development
department/position within
the County government.

center” land use. This
translates to trying to apply
other land uses that do not
directly apply, in determining
where such uses can take
place. Presently, only small
parcels of unincorporated
land between Driggs and
Victor are zoned for
commercial use. To
implement expansion of
recreational, cultural, and
entertainment options on
private lands, such uses
would need to be authorized
in A/RR-25 or A-20, or zoning
would need to change on
areas deemed appropriate
for such activities.
To date, no economic
development department or
position has been established
in County government.
Support for other
organizations such as the
Teton Valley Business
Development Center has
been on-going with financial
and political support.

Goal ED 2: Preserve our rural character and heritage and promote local agricultural industries.
Policy Statement

Implementation

2.1
Encourage development
and land use proposals that
support prime economic values of
rural character and heritage.

This is a general statement
that references back to the
guiding principles for
agriculture and rural
heritage on page 4-13 of the
Comp Plan. All principles
identified are subjective,
and lack objective
definitions.

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
Reviewing this task in context
of the guiding principles on
page 4-13, implementation is
on-going as proposals for land
use such as subdivisions or
conditional use permits, are
considered case by case. One
possible consideration would
be to identify land uses that
specifically would “support
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2.2
Promote local agricultural
industries and businesses

2.3
Promote smart growth
strategies that help preserve rural
character by enhancing existing
communities and directing
development towards them.

Primary promotion of local
business is done by the
Chambers of Commerce and
the Teton Valley Business
Development Center. If
Teton County is to play a
more active role in
promoting local business,
that would come in the form
of an economic
development
position/department within
the County as outlined in ED
1.8 above. The other
approach for the County to
actively address this task is
to provide funding or other
support to organizations
that carry out that function.
Smart Growth is defined as
“Planning strategies that
focus on concentrating
development in compact,
walkable population
centers. Strategies also
address interconnections
between environmental
projection, social equity,
public health, and economic
sustainability.”

prime economic values of
rural character and heritage”
and provide favored
application processing for
such uses.
At this time, Teton County has
been supportive to local
economic and business
development organizations.

If the desire is to push direct
all development towards
existing communities, this
can be accomplished through
systematic zoning that
prohibits development in the
unincorporated county. This
however must balance
development in the existing
communities, vs.
development that by its
nature, may be more
The primary role of
appropriate on the fringes of
promoting development in
the cities, or removed from
the three incorporated cities the cities all together. For
is the responsibility of each
most of Teton County, only
city.
agriculture and residential
uses are permitted in the
unincorporated portions of
the county, thus by default,
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2.4
Encourage and attract
businesses that are economically
and environmentally friendly, and
promote stewardship and
accountability in business

2.5
Encourage development
that adheres to environmental
standards

directing development into
the cities.
Encouraging and attracting
To date, no incentives have
businesses under these
been developed for
terms can be done through
attracting businesses of any
incentivizing location of
kind to the unincorporated
such businesses through
county. Other than ten small
favorable zoning, approval
parcels of land between
processes, or direct
Driggs and Victor, Teton
incentives.
County zoning discourages
most kinds of business
development in the
unincorporated county. In
order to implement this
policy in the unincorporated
county, changes must be
made that either provide
areas zoned for this type of
development, or these types
of development be allowed
to occur in areas zoned A/RR2.5 or A-20.
This statement is general,
This statement could be
and lacks specific definitions construed to mean that
of environmental standards. County should establish
State and Federal law
higher environmental
governs most environmental standards that currently
issues, including water
required by State or Federal
quality, wastewater, air
law, and then provide
quality, wetlands, and
incentives for development
floodplains to name a few.
that meets those standards.
Examples might be incentives
for manufacturing that has
zero discharge of any waste
products, subdivisions that
utilize wetlands for improving
water quality of surface water
that passes through, or
enhanced design standards
for protection of erosionprone lands. Encouraging
development that meets
whatever standards that
could be established would
come in the form of either
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2.6
Encourage policies and
resources which enable farms to
adapt to changing paradigms.

incentivizing such actions
through process or direct
incentives, or by making such
standards mandatory for
development.
At present, Teton County
At present, Teton County
does not impose any kind of does not regulate any aspect
policy that would dictate
of farming. This allows
how, what, or where
maximum adaptation by
farming may occur. Aside
farmers. Adoption of any
from subdivision regulations kinds of policies that would
that guide how lands may
direct farming in any one
be subdivided, Teton County direction, would be limiting of
Code is silent on any other
other opportunities. The best
issues relative to farming.
way to implement this
With no policy in place, that strategy is to not implement
also means that farms are
anything.
free from any county
regulation that would limit
in any way, the ability for
farms to adapt.

Goal ED 3: Recognize that tourism and lifestyle are fundamental components of our economy
and are dependent on healthy natural resources.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
3.1. Encourage economic
Continue to support the
Teton County can play an
development through the
Chamber of Commerce and active role in promoting
promotion of recreational
Teton Valley Business
economic development on
opportunities and natural
Development Center in
national forest and public
resources.
promoting recreation
lands in the County, but
opportunities and natural
supporting uses of natural
resources.
resource opportunity
authorizations by the
Other implementation of
managing agencies, including
this policy statement could
grazing permits, timber sales,
be understood to include
mining, fluid mineral
supporting Federal land
development, and recreation.
managers such as the Forest
Service and BLM in
Teton County could work with
economic development of
other regulatory agencies
natural resources on
should natural resource
national forests and public
development such as timber
lands. These agencies
or mining be proposed for
permit natural resources
federally managed lands, by
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including timber harvest,
livestock grazing, mining,
fluid mineral development,
and recreation.

3.2. Conserve Teton County’s
natural resources in order to
enhance economic development.

Natural resources in Teton
County are on either private
lands, or Federally managed
lands for the most part.
Aside from regulation of
subdivisions and land uses,
Teton County has little
regulatory authority
regarding natural resource
uses. Balancing the
conservation of natural
resources as outlined in this
goal with the charge to
encourage economic
development of natural
resources as noted above,
can create conflict at
implementation. For the
things that Teton County
does have regulatory control
over, such as subdivision
development, subdivision
regulation can require
consideration of natural
resources in the review
process.

providing areas with zoning
favorable to staging and
processing of natural
resources such as timber and
minerals that may be
developed. This would best
be considered on a case by
case bases.
Teton County has identified
natural resource overlays in
the subdivision ordinance.
Any subdivision applications
within the natural resource
overlays are required to
conduct natural resource
assessments and disclose
natural resources, potential
impacts, and make
recommendations for
mitigation of those impacts.
If desired, the County could
take the protection of natural
resources within their
regulatory control a step
further, and require on- or
off-site mitigation actions if
natural resources are to be
impacted by development.

Goal ED 4: Accommodate additional population by supporting development that is economically
responsible to the County and the community
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
4.1
Assess the public service
Require studies that might
Currently, subdivision
requirements of new developments measure the impacts new
applications must include a
and weigh their off-site impacts
development might have on variety of impact studies,
against projected changes in
public services.
including traffic. Additionally,
revenue before approving new
impact fees are assessed on
developments
development as a way to
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4.2
Support local retail by
placing adequate residential
density in close proximity to
businesses

offset the costs of increased
demand of public services.
The impact fee program is
outlined in the Capital
Improvement Plan, which is
included as an appendix to
the Comp Plan.
Previously noted strategies
At this point, there are less
in this plan (ED 2.3) for
than 10 parcels of land in the
Smart Growth direct the
unincorporated county that
County to direct commercial are zoned for any kind of
uses into the Cities. This is
commercial use. This directs
implemented by prohibiting commercial use to the cities.
commercial development, in The Cities then, are
this case, retail, in the
responsible for zoning
unincorporated county.
decisions within their
jurisdiction that would
provide adequate residential
density as outlined. The
county could better support
this goal by rezoning the
areas around the cities to R-1
Residential, or pursuing
annexation of the
surrounding areas currently
considered in the city areas of
impact, into the cities. For the
most part, the cities have
more residential zoning tools
available through their zoning
codes to accommodate higher
density residential
development.
While this statement calls for
adequate residential, and
Smart Growth (ED Policy 2.3)
calls for high density
residential, this is in conflict
with ED Policy 4.8 that calls
for low density
neighborhoods adjacent to
the cities.
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4.3
Consider the economic
impact of supply and demand in
residential development.

4.4
Utilize a variety of
regulatory and incentive-based
tools to reduce density in sensitive
areas and encourage density in
areas where services exist

This strategy suggests that
market conditions should be
a factor in determining
residential use. While a
general statement, there is
no policy direction on how
to do that, or even
suggestions that may be
both legal, and appropriate.
This is another policy
statement directing
development to the cities
that have services. The same
strategies would apply that
have been noted – that is
limiting commercial
development and housing in
the unincorporated county.

4.5
Limit commercial retail
business to Driggs, Victor and
Tetonia.

From a county perspective,
to limit commercial retail
business to the cities,
equates to prohibiting it in
the unincorporated county.

4.6
Provide a variety of housing
types that are accessible to a
socially and economically diverse
population

It is unclear what is meant
by this statement. Does it
suggest that Teton County
should provide public

Implementation of this kind of
policy statement could be
accomplished by establishing
some supply quotas for
residential development.

Regulatory and incentive
based tools could include
zoning regulation in ways that
direct development away
from sensitive areas and
towards the cities. Currently,
Teton County requires
consideration of sensitive
areas through the use of
overlays, waterway
protections, nutrient
pathogen studies, etc….
However, development in
these areas is not prohibited.
However, costs of required
studies discourages
development in such areas,
though development is not
prohibited.
Prohibiting commercial retail
business in the
unincorporated county is
accomplished through zoning.
At present, there are less than
10 relatively small parcels of
land in the unincorporated
county that are zoned for
anything other than
agriculture and residential
uses. No further action would
be required from the county
at this point.
The language of this
statement suggests that the
County should “provide a
variety of housing types….”.
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housing? And if so, should
such housing be distributed
based on social
circumstance such as
gender, race, household
make up, or economic
situations? This is unclear.
4.7
Encourage creative
Live-work opportunities in
economic solutions such as livethe unincorporated county
work opportunities and appropriate is presently accomplished
home businesses
through home occupation
permits as outlined in Teton
County Code 8-6-4. Specific
types of uses are noted in
the land use table in Teton
County Code 8-4-1, which
notes if uses are allowed by
right, permitted
conditionally, through a
conditional use permit, or
prohibited. This policy
statement could appear in
conflict with the several
other policy statements in
this section of the Comp
Plan that direct to direct
commercial development
into the cities. These would
include policy statements
such as ED 1.8, 2.3, and 4.5.
4.8
Encourage the development Management of density for
of low-density, high-quality
neighborhood development
neighborhoods adjacent to existing is accomplished through
cities
zoning regulation that
guides development
density. At present, The
unincorporated county
includes three density
options – A/RR 2.5, A-20,
and PUD. Implementing this
policy statement would best
be utilizing R-1 or R-2 that
are currently allowed in the
current code (8-3-6 C & D).
This would require a change

County provided housing
would require significant
capital investment should it
be implemented. To date,
providing such services has
not been something the
County has taken on.
The County should review
Teton County Code 8-6-4
regarding home occupation
permits and adjust regulation
to meet more realistic
constraints for businesses in
A/RR 2.5 and A-20 areas,
especially in consideration of
re-purposing existing ag
buildings for potential
business development.
Additionally, there are
several land uses that have
been presented that are not
covered in current code, that
should be added to the land
use table in 8-4-1, further
encouraging such business
development.

Implementation of this policy
statement should be
balanced with ED 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4, which also address
housing supply and density in
areas that can be served by
city services. Once these
potentially conflicting
direction – higher density as
directed in 4.4, or lower
density as noted in this
statement – then zoning in
areas around the cities and
city areas of impact should
be adjusted accordingly.
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4.9
Maintain rural areas that
encourage farming and ranching
and support low density residential
development

in zoning in the lands
adjacent to the cities and
city areas of impact.
Implementation of this
policy is accomplished
through management of
residential density through
zoning. This is reflected in
current zoning with A-20
zoning classification.

Current A-20 zoning
accomplishes low density
residential development in
roughly half of the private
lands in the county. Current
code allows for PUDs that can
create pockets of clustered,
high density development
within A-20 if open space is
also set aside from
development. If current code
is insufficient in meeting this
policy statement, then zoning
will need to be revised to
better accomplish it. This
statement appears to hold
farming and ranching on the
same level as low density
residential development.

Goal ED 5: Support the development of a communications Master Plan.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken to Implement
5.1
Identify corridors and policy Implementation of this task Initiate a communication
for future communication lines and will require development of master planning process. This
cellular towers appropriate to the
a communication
would probably be best
surroundings.
infrastructure master plan.
accomplished with consultant
services if it is determined to
be a priority to warrant the
financial commitment. It
would be anticipated that the
plan would probably include
identification of structural
guidelines such as protection
of view sheds, screening or
disguising of towers, locations
for placement that respect
the scenic corridors and view
sheds of the Valley to name a
few. Prescriptions that result
from the planning process
should then be codified
clearly for implementation.
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5.2
Support a plan that colocates infrastructure that will
serve multiple telecommunication
providers.
5.3
Communication
infrastructure should be
coordinated through the County
and the Idaho Transportation
Department, and conform to a
Communications Master Plan.

See above comments.

See above comments.

See above comments.

See above comments.

Transportation Goals and Policies
With transportation goals and policies, it should be noted that Appendix A-4 outlines that
Transportation Improvement Plan that was included in the Comprehensive Plan. Teton County is
currently undergoing an update to this plan that addresses most of the policy statements in Comp
Plan.
Goal T 1: Provide well-maintained transportation infrastructure including roads, paved pathways
and sidewalks.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
1.1
Improve the conditions and Each of the cities are
Continue to integrate county
safety for vehicles, bicycles and
generally responsible for
road standards in
pedestrians of existing
roads, sidewalks, bike paths, development and
transportation infrastructure,
and transportation
maintenance of county roads
especially roads important for
infrastructure within city
and trails.
agriculture.
limits. Private roads are
maintained by private
entities such as land owners
and home owners
associations.
1.2
Identify and implement
Teton County utilizes
Teton County utilizes funding
financing mechanisms to pay for
funding mechanisms
mechanisms allowed under
needed transportation
allowed under Idaho Law, to Idaho Law, to fund all aspects
maintenance and improvements.
fund all aspects of county
of county operations.
operations.
1.3
New development will
Access is required in all new Transportation facility
provide adequate transportation
development.
development is part of the
facilities to accommodate needed
development standards
services.
outlined in Teton County
Code 9-4, that are considered
in the subdivision application
process, and must be
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1.4
Adopt a variety of design
standards for all transportation
infrastructure
1.5
Provide/promote off-road
transportation corridors to and
from Public Lands suitable for both
motorized and non-motorized
vehicles
1.6
Educate and inform the
public regarding transportation
goals, costs and benefits; road
construction and maintenance; and
plowing schedules and policies.
1.7
When key infrastructure
(roads, bridges, pathways, etc) is
damaged or destroyed by naturally
occurring events, including
deterioration due to age and use, it
should be replaced within as short
a timeframe as feasible to avoid
disruption of service to the public.

The County has established
design standards for
transportation
infrastructure.
Coordinate with Forest
Service and BLM in their
transportation and access
management planning.
The County is going through
a transportation planning
process at this time.

Teton County has
emergency response plan
teams in place for
emergency situations. These
teams meet regularly to
assess and prepare for
emergency response.

completed prior to sale of lots
in new subdivisions.
The County has established
design standards for
transportation infrastructure.
Teton County will continue to
play an active role in working
with the Forest Service and
BLM in transportation and
access management planning.
The County is going through a
transportation planning
process at this time.

Teton County has emergency
response plan teams in place
for emergency situations.
These teams meet regularly
to assess and prepare for
emergency response.

Goal T 2: Create convenient, safe, timely, financially sustainable and efficient options for multimodal* transportation that satisfies a multitude of needs.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
2.1
Improve overall year round This is a general statement. This statement is too general
mobility within Teton County
This could take many forms, to identify specific
through options for multi-modal*
from building more roads, to implementation.
transportation.
provide more options to get
from one point to another
due to a shortage in
capacity, or it could mean to
be more aggressive in
clearly snow during winter
weather events, or it could
mean something else
altogether.
2.2
Identify and implement
Teton County utilizes
Teton County utilizes funding
funding opportunities for multifunding mechanisms
mechanisms allowed under
modal transportation options.
allowed under Idaho Law, to
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2.3
Explore opportunities and
impacts for public transit for
commuting, visiting and recreation.
2.4
Support START, TRPTA,
ALLTRANS, Linx, Grand Targhee
Local Shuttle and other public and
privately funded transportation
providers.

2.5
Support the improvement
and development of park & ride
facilities.

2.6
Support development that
take into account higher fuel costs
and limited availability of energy
sources.
2.7
Conduct an
Origin/Destination Study to
research fiscal impact of traffic
patterns.

fund all aspects of county
operations.
A number of public transit
options are available for the
noted uses, and identified in
the next policy statement.
It is not clear what this
statement means by
support. These several
public transit options
receive public and private
funding sources. Teton
County is certainly
supportive of these
resources.
Park and ride facilities are
developed in the cities, and
other areas in the Valley to
support transit options.
Teton County supports, and
will continue to support
these efforts.
This is a rather general
statement, leaving unclear
what is meant.

Idaho Law, to fund all aspects
of county operations.
A number of public transit
options are available for the
noted uses, and identified in
the next policy statement.
It is not clear what this
statement means by support.
These several public transit
options receive public and
private funding sources.
Teton County is certainly
supportive of these resources.

Park and ride facilities are
developed in the cities, and
other areas in the Valley to
support transit options. Teton
County supports, and will
continue to support these
efforts.
This is a rather general
statement, leaving unclear
what is meant.
To date, no such county-wide
survey has been completed.
Traffic studies are a regular
requirement for subdivision
proposals as outlined in Teton
County Code 9-3-2 d.

Goal T 3: Provide a well-connected transportation network within Teton Valley and within the
region.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken to Implement
3.1
Improve gateway and
Cities have signing at their
Cities have signing at their city
wayfinding signage information
city boundaries, and within
boundaries and within the
into and within Teton Valley and its the cities, directing people
cities, directing people to
cities
to community and area
community and area features.
features.
Efforts should be on-going as
new facilities come on line.
3.2
Develop trails and pathways Considerable work has been Considerable work has been
where appropriate to connect all
done by TVTAP in relation to done by TVTAP in relation to
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trails and pathway planning
throughout the valley.

trails and pathway planning
throughout the valley.

There are functionally two
types of development
outlined in this Comp Plan –
higher density, commercial
development in the cities,
and low density, rural
development in the
unincorporated areas of the
county. Development in the
cities is under the
jurisdiction of each city.

Subdivision development in
the unincorporated county
requires vehicle access to all
lots. Specific infrastructure for
pedestrian and bike use in
low density development is at
the discretion of the
developer. Those proposing
development must include
discussion of tie-in with the
proposed subdivision, and any
trails or pathway planning for
the Valley.
3.4
Promote connectivity
Local street systems in each All lots are required to be
through design of well-connected
city are under the
connected to county road
local street systems and pathways. jurisdiction of each city.
networks, and access must be
Implementing this action
available to all lots within
item requires that all lots be proposed subdivisions. No
accessible and connected to further action is required for
county road networks.
this actin item. Connectivity is
already required in Teton
County Code.
3.5
Identify major
The County is updating an
The County is updating an
transportation corridors (existing or overall transportation plan
overall transportation plan
new) and preserve, maintain and
that is working to update
that is working to update the
develop them for future needs.
the major transportation
major transportation
corridors, and potential
corridors, and potential
location for new corridors in location for new corridors in
the future.
the future.
3.6
Identify alternate routes for The County is updating an
The County is updating an
inter-county commuting.
overall transportation plan
overall transportation plan
that is working to update
that is working to update the
the major transportation
major transportation
corridors, and potential
corridors, and potential
location for new interlocation for new inter-county
county commuting.
commuting.
3.7
Seek out and seize
Work is on-going as part of
Work is on-going as part of
opportunities to fund and build
transportation planning, and transportation planning, and
pathways.
management of the county
management of the county
road and bridge network.
road and bridge network.
3.8
Coordinate efforts with
Teton County regularly
Teton County regularly works
federal, state, and municipal
works with each of the
with each of the cities, the
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communities within the County to
adjacent communities, recreation
areas and amenities
3.3
Support development that
is transit, pedestrian and bicycle
friendly

governments as well as other local
and regional organizations to
develop a contiguous and
interconnected transportation and
pathways system.
3.9
Support local and regional
public transportation options that
would connect Teton County to
tourist destinations such as
Yellowstone National Park, Grand
Teton National Park and Jackson,
Wyoming.
3.10 Improve/increase intercity
connections to and from Teton
Valley.

3.11 In locations where a large
number of structures are served by
a single transportation route, the
transportation infrastructure
should be evaluated with
consideration to the feasibility of
providing residential and
commercial properties with a
secondary route for access and
egress to facilitate timely and safe
evacuations in the event of a
natural disaster.
3.12 When key transportation
routes and pathways cross into or
link with routes in other political
jurisdictions, a substantial “extra”
effort shall be made to coordinate
with the other jurisdictions in
planning and maintaining the
affected roadways and pathways so
that residents do not suffer as a
result of an uncoordinated failure
to take timely action.

cities, the State of Idaho,
and federal land managers
in transportation planning
as well as development and
maintenance of
transportation networks.
It is not clear what this
statement means. One
could anticipate that Teton
County would support such
efforts as they are
developed.

State of Idaho, and federal
land managers in
transportation planning as
well as development and
maintenance of
transportation networks.
It is not clear what this
statement means. One could
anticipate that Teton County
would support such efforts as
they are developed.

Maintenance of county road
and bridge network is a
regular part of county
operations, and undergoes
regular prioritization and
planning in development
and maintenance of the
county transportation
network.
Teton County has
emergency response plan
teams in place for
emergency situations. These
teams meet regularly to
assess and prepare for
emergency response.

Maintenance of county road
and bridge network is a
regular part of county
operations, and undergoes
regular prioritization and
planning in development and
maintenance of the county
transportation network.

Each jurisdiction manages
their own road maintenance
schedule that is dependent
upon funding, contractor
schedules, other public work
projects, and even the
weather. Each jurisdiction
works to inform residents of
activities and to mitigate the
short term impacts of those
activities.

Each jurisdiction manages
their own road maintenance
schedule that is dependent
upon funding, contractor
schedules, other public work
projects, and even the
weather. Each jurisdiction
works to inform residents of
activities and to mitigate the
short term impacts of those
activities.

Teton County has emergency
response plan teams in place
for emergency situations.
These teams meet regularly
to assess and prepare for
emergency response.
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Goal T 4: Develop transportation appropriate for a rural community, respectful of the unique
character of Teton Valley
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
4.1
Establish review criteria and Establish development
Any new development within
process for evaluating
standards for transportation new subdivisions must meet
transportation improvements
improvements.
the development standards in
Teton Code 9-4. Teton County
maintains road development
standards that vary
depending on the level of use
of the roads.
4.2
Encourage pedestrian
Cities would require
Primary pedestrian areas are
connectivity in appropriate areas
pedestrian access within the in the city limits of the cities
incorporated areas.
in the county. These are
under the city jurisdiction.
4.3
Coordinate and integrate
Planning and Public Works
Planning and Public Works
land use and transportation
Departments work closely
Departments work closely
planning and development to
together on land use and
together on land use and
ensure that they mutually support
transportation planning.
transportation planning.
overall community goals
4.3.1 The County will plan its
The County is updating an
The County is updating an
future transportation system to
overall transportation plan
overall transportation plan
complement and encourage
that is working to update
that is working to update the
development patterns designated
the major transportation
major transportation
on the Framework Map
corridors, and potential
corridors, and potential
location for new corridors in location for new corridors in
the future.
the future.
4.4
Develop access
Teton County already
Teton County already
management policies for future
maintains access standards
maintains access standards
development (for both state
for county roads, and IDT
for county roads, and IDT has
highways and rural county roads).
has policies for accessing
policies for accessing state
state highways.
highways.
Goal T 5: Support continued improvements to the Driggs Memorial Airport to support Teton
County’s aviation needs.
Policy Statement

Implementation

5.1
Support implementation of
the 2011 Driggs Memorial Airport
Master Plan and updates, as
adopted, to ensure that the
airport can meet projected needs

Driggs manages the airport.
It is anticipated that Teton
County would support
Driggs in operation of the

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
Driggs manages the airport. It
is anticipated that Teton
County would support Driggs
in operation of the airport
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and implementation of the
airport master plan.

Natural Resources and Outdoor Recreation
Goal NROR 1: Conserve our public lands, trail systems, and natural resources (air, water, wildlife,
fisheries, wetlands, dark skies, viewsheds, soundscape, soils, open space, native vegetation).
**It should be noted that while Teton County regulates issues such as subdivision, transportation,
and land uses, Teton County owns very little land and/natural resources and has little to no
regulatory control of how private land owners or land management agencies manage their lands.
Policy Statement

Implementation

1.1Create benchmarks for
This general statement
monitoring and conserving natural does not connect to any
resources.
regulatory authority the
county may have. And
where the county own very
little land, it is not possible
to implement anything
relative to this statement
within the regulatory
authority of the county.
1.2 Conserve and enhance
Conservation and
biodiversity and native
enhancement of biodiversity
ecosystems.
and native ecosystems
within the County is at the
discretion of individual land
owners. Teton County could
develop code that would
prohibit certain non-native
species in the county.
1.3 Regularly update all natural
and scenic resource inventories,
to assess the incremental impacts
of development on the resource
and as a basis for regulatory
amendments, as necessary.
1.4 Work with municipalities and
public water systems to ensure
safe and adequate drinking water.

Implementation of this task
would require
establishment and
maintenance of a natural
resource inventory
(database/GIS ).
Each city maintains
centralized water systems.
Public and private water
systems are regulated
through federal and state

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
No action necessary.

Teton County could enact an
ordinance that prohibited
non-native species in the
county. Though, such a code
has the potential to be in
conflict with the Right to Farm
Act and would be nearly
impossible to enforce without
commitment of significant
resources.
Commit resources to establish
and maintain a county-wide
natural resource database.

Each city maintains
centralized water systems.
Public and private water
systems are regulated
through federal and state
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airport and implementation
of the airport master plan.

regulation, and state
agencies including the Idaho
Department of
Environmental Quality and
East Idaho Public Health.
1.5 Ensure adequate wastewater
Each city maintains
treatment.
centralized water systems.
Public and private water
systems are regulated
through federal and state
regulation, and state
agencies including the Idaho
Department of
Environmental Quality and
East Idaho Public Health.
1.6 Encourage the conservation of Provide regulatory
high water quality in rivers and mechanisms that buffer
streams.
development from rivers
and streams, and provide
erosion control
requirements to protect
water quality.

regulation, and state agencies
including the Idaho
Department of Environmental
Quality and East Idaho Public
Health.
Water supply and sewer
systems in Teton County are
required under Teton County
Code 9-4-2 (B-7). However,
regulation of wastewater
treatment systems is under
the jurisdiction of East Idaho
Public Health.

Teton County Code 8-4-4
Table 2 provides setbacks
from streams, creeks, and the
Teton River designed to
protect the water quality in
the rivers and streams, in
addition to providing
protection of structures in
case of flood events. Teton
County also implements flood
plain and wetland protection
regulation in cooperation with
the Idaho Department of
Water Resources and U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.

Goal NROR 2: Enhance and preserve access to public lands and recognize the need to
accommodate different user groups in a way that minimizes user conflict and damage to natural
resources.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
2.1 Maintain and improve existing Teton County maintains a
Continue to maintain
public land and river access.
number of recreation and
improvements of county
river access sites.
recreation and river access
sites as funding is available.
Work is on-going. The new
boat ramp at Bates Road is
prime example of
implementation of this
section.
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2.3 Support the creation of a
County motorized and nonmotorized summer and winter
travel plan which includes access
points.

2.4 Consider and accommodate
access for different user groups to
minimize user conflict and
resource damage.

2.5 Seek cooperation of private
landowners to improve
accessibility to adjacent public
lands.

2.6 Work with state and federal
agencies and private landowners
to protect environmentallysensitive areas from resource
degradation

Though vague, this
statement could be
interpreted to include the
county actively procuring
land that would provide
expanded access or
recreational opportunities.
TVTAP has done
considerable work on
motorized and nonmotorized travel planning.

Allocate funding to purchase
or otherwise procure land for
the purpose of public land
access and conservation.

This statement is not clear
what it means by support a
travel plan. It can be assumed
that county involvement
would include funding and
staff participation/support in
the planning efforts.
Federal law requires ADA
access for public facilities.
Different access for different
users is dictated by the
specific considerations of
each site.

Accommodating access
takes a couple of forms.
First, access must be in
compliance with Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)
standards. Access for
specific uses is dictated by
the nature of the site. For
example, fishermen may use
the same boat ramps to
launch as recreation
floaters.
Negotiate public access
Teton County may pursue
across private lands, to
negotiation of public access
public lands.
across private lands, to public
lands if so desired. No
regulatory action is required
to accomplish this task.
This could be implemented
By ordinance, legally define
through adoption of specific what meant by
definition of what is meant
“environmentally sensitive
by environmentally sensitive areas” including identifying
areas, and establishment of such areas through attributes,
regulations that would
as well as specific locations
prohibit activities that
geographically (map the
would degrade the
areas), and then define
resources.
specifically what activities
would be considered to
degrade the resources, and
provide regulation of those
activities in and around the
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public land access when it’s
consistent with natural resource
conservation goals.

3.1.a

Goal NROR 3: Provide and promote exceptional recreational opportunities for all types of users (including
but not limited to biking, skiing, fishing, off-highway vehicle use, target practice, hunting, trail users,
equestrians, boating, non-motorized flight) as a means for economic development and enhanced
quality of life.
Policy Statement

Implementation

3.1 Enhance and improve allseason access to public lands and
waterways, except where
necessary to protect areas from
environmental degradation,
negative impact to wildlife
habitat, or to protect public
safety.

This suggests the need for
the County to provide year
round access to lands that
the county does not have
jurisdictional control. In
some cases, Teton County
maintains County roads that
lead to public lands. Year
round operation of those
roads is a function of
demand, and resources to
keep the roads open in the
winter.

3.2 Recognize the need to
accommodate different user
groups in a way that minimizes
user conflicts and resource
damage.
3.3 Support a diversity of
recreation as a mechanism to
bring together community and
build acceptance of diverse
lifestyles.
3.4 Collaborate with Federal,
State, and non-governmental
agencies to improve recreational
opportunities.

3.5 Establish mechanisms for
funding recreation improvements.
Opportunities may include:
Creation of a Recreation District
which is revenue generating, job
creating, and which is funded
38

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
If this statement is to be fully
implemented, the County
would need to have
jurisdictional control of both
access points (roads) and the
lands. To implement this, the
County would need to
negotiate with public land
managers (Forest Service and
BLM) or use other tools such
as the provisions of RS-2477
to claim, manage, and control
roads that access public lands.
This is a general statement
that doesn’t provide clear
implementation.

This is a general statement
that doesn’t provide clear
implementation.

This is a general statement
relative to inter-governmental
and organizational
cooperation and requires no
regulatory action to
implement.
To implement this, Teton
County could establish a Parks
and Recreation Department
and establish funding
recreation improvements and
management. At present,
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environmentally sensitive
areas.

3.1.a

county recreation sites are
managed within the Public
Works department.

Grants; or
Trusts or endowments.

Goal NROR 4: Balance private property rights and protection of our natural resources.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
4.1 Ensure that development
There are several parts of this
regulations balance natural
statement that can translate
resources protection, viewshed
to regulatory action.
protection and growth, are clear
However, parts of this
and predictable, and preserve the
statement could be
economic value of the land.
interpreted to be in conflict.
If viewshed protection is to
become part of the regulatory
process, then the County will
need to adopt visual or scenic
resource management criteria
similar to what is used by the
Forest Service or BLM.
Baseline visual/scenic surveys
would need to conducted to
establish baseline conditions,
and visual/scenic resource
zones, with accompanying
management prescriptions
would need to be adopted.
Teton County does have
designated scenic corridors.
(Teton County Code 8-5-2 (D))
Development in those
corridors requires additional
permitting and review
considerations.
The qualifier at the end of the
statement about preserving
39
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through such sources as user fees,
program fees, lodging taxes,
grants, donations, voter-approved
levies, household fees and other
methods;

the economic value of the
land could be considered in
context of a policy statement
towards other resources.
Generally speaking, land
becomes more economically
valuable when it is divided
and developed. It is why
agricultural lands sell for the a
couple thousand dollars/acre,
and home sites sell for tens of
thousands/acre, and
commercial sites can sell for
hundreds of thousands/acre.
Goal NROR 5: Recognize, respect and/or mitigate natural hazards, including but not limited to
flooding, earthquakes, landslides, radon and fires.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
5.1 Ensure that regulations
Teton County Code 8-5-2
minimize the detrimental effects
identifies overlay areas that
of natural hazards and their
note floodplains, hillside,
inherent risks.
scenic corridor, wildlife, and
wetlands and waterways.
5.2 Hazardous areas that present
Consideration of each of
danger to life and property from
these overlays is part of the
flood, forest fire, steep slopes,
subdivision review process.
erosion, unstable soil, subsidence
Additionally, Building Code
or other hazards will be
(Title 6) maintains structural
delineated, and development in
standards that include
such areas will be carefully
addressing seismic, snow
controlled or prohibited by a
load, wind, slope, soil
rigorous building code and
stability, etc….) be integrated
permitting process.
into building design. All
5.3 Develop strategies to protect
permitted structures in the
life and property from natural
county go through a review of
hazards.
these design standards prior
to construction.
Goal NROR 6: Promote natural resource protection by a variety of means including financial
compensation for willing buyer/willing seller agreements that promote open space acquisition
and land and water easements.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
40
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6.1 Support the efforts of
accredited land trusts and other
entities to acquire land and
easements for resource
protection and community
character considerations such as
agricultural open space.

6.2 Create new and sustainable
funding options and incentives for
the purpose of purchasing open
space, rural lands and sensitive
areas from willing sellers.

6.3 Support and work actively to
facilitate the transfer of
ecologically sensitive and rural
lands development rights to:
6.3.1: Conserve sensitive wildlife
habitats (wildlife breeding,
transitional and wintering
habitats and movement corridors;
riparian areas etc.);

Private party arrangements
including conservation
easements, or payment to
keep lands in agricultural
production are not prohibited
in Teton County. Such
contractual arrangements
between private parties is not
regulated positively or
negatively by Teton County.
Teton County collects
revenues through methods
allowed under Idaho state
law. The County
Commissioners conduct
annual budgeting sessions to
determine how best to collect
revenues within their legal
authority, and to spend
county revenue as authorized.
Used of County revenues is at
the annual discretion of the
Board of County
Commissioners.
The first three subsections of
this policy are outside the
jurisdictional authority of
Teton County.
The last statement involving
in lower density in rural areas
is addressed through Teton
County Zoning Code (Title 8).

6.3.2: Provide permanent
protection of significant natural
resources;
6.3.3: Increase the regional open
space system and link other
permanently protected public and
private lands; and
6.3.4: Promote lower density
development in the Rural Areas.
41
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6.4 Support and facilitate voluntary
water transactions, water
conservation strategies, and
groundwater recharge strategies
to:
6.4.1: Improve stream
connectivity in key stream reaches
during critical periods for native
trout (e.g. spawning, rearing, and
out-migration);
6.4.2: Maintain or increase
agricultural water availability;
6.4.3: Maintain or increase
aquifer recharge;
6.4.4: Minimize impacts of
residential development on
groundwater resources; and
6.4.5: Ensure sufficient water
supply for current and future
development needs.

Regulation of water rights is
the responsibility of Idaho
Department of Water
Resources.
Impacts of residential
development on groundwater
is addressed in Teton County
Code 9-3-2(C-3-b) that
requires nutrient pathogen
evaluation to occur under
certain environmental
conditions. However,
regulation of wastewater
treatment systems (septic) is
under the regulatory
authority of East Idaho Public
Health.
Statement 6.4.5 addresses
the need to ensure sufficient
water supply for current and
future development needs.,
Teton County Code 9-4-2 (B7) addresses this.

Goal NROR 7: On public lands and accesses, balance recreation with protection of natural
resources.
*This goal statement specifically calls for access to public lands. Most all public land in Teton
County is managed by the Forest Service or BLM. It is unclear if the following policy statements
apply to Forest Service and BLM managed lands, private lands, or the very small parcels of land
that is owned by Teton County.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
7.1 Allow only low-impact
Teton County has no
No action necessary.
activities in sensitive resource
regulatory authority over
areas and higher impact activities federally managed lands.
in resource areas of less
Private lands with sensitive
sensitivity.
resources are subject to
regulation under Teton
County Code.
7.2 Consider seasonal use
restrictions to protect natural
42
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resources while allowing access at
appropriate times.
7.3 Encourage siting structural
improvements in areas that will
result in the least amount of
natural resource impact.

On private lands in the
County, siting structures and
improvements is subject to
the various terms outlined in
Teton County Code. Such
rules include setbacks from
roads, property lines, and
streams, need for permitting
in wetlands, and direction for
developing within a floodplain
to name a few.

Goal NROR 8: Respect sensitive habitat and migration areas for wildlife.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
8.1 Teton County recognizes that
Teton County requires
wildlife and wildlife habitats
consideration of natural
provide economic, recreational,
resources, including wildlife,
and environmental benefits for
for development within
the residents and visitors of Teton
identified wildlife habitats
County. Land development
and areas with certain natural
decisions will strongly weigh the
resource conditions. (Teton
needs of wildlife to protect the
County Code 9-3-2(C-2-b) and
inherent values that they provide.
9-3-2 (C-2-c-WH). As part of
the review process, Teton
8.2 Work with landowners, the
County requires that Idaho
Idaho Department of Fish and
Department of Fish and Game
Game, other state and federal
is given the opportunity to
agencies, non-governmental
review and comment on
organizations, and other natural
analysis and mitigation
resources professionals to utilize
strategies as they are
wildlife habitat and species
completed. Their input is
information and other tools (such
considered in the approval
as Western Governors Association
process of the proposed
Crucial Habitat Assessment Tool
subdivision.
and the Wildlife Overlay Map),
including new information as it
becomes available, to make land
use and site planning decisions.
8.3 Minimize the cumulative
impacts of development on
wildlife and wildlife habitat.
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8.4 Protect and/or improve the
diversity of native vegetation.

The county does not dictate
the plants that land owners
plant on their lands.
Teton County Code 8-4-4
provides regulation of
building setbacks relative to
streams (50 feet) and the
Teton River (100 feet).
Impacts to wetlands and
waterways must also be
considered prior to
development (Teton County
Code 8-5-2 (F)). Teton County
also provides regulation of
development within
floodways. (Teton County
Code 8-5-2 (B))

8.5 Protect and improve riparian
and aquatic habitats.

8.6 A Wildlife Impact Mitigation
Plan shall be developed for any
development project which
impacts an important habitat or
which presents concerns of
detrimental human-wildlife
interaction. Requirements and
performance standards for the
mitigation plan shall be clearly
established in the Zoning and/or
Subdivision Ordinance and shall
be the basis for approval of the
plan.

Establish wildlife
considerations as part of the
subdivision application
process.

8.7 Provide incentives for
voluntary habitat buffers,
seasonal use restrictions, and
aquatic connectivity along key
drainages.

Implementation of this
policy would require
consideration of incentives
as noted.

Teton County Code 8-5-2 (D8-E) establishes the Wildlife
Habitat Overlay regulations
for consideration of proposed
subdivisions. Teton County
Code 9-3-2(C-2-c-WH)
outlines Wildlife Habitat
Overlay Regulations, including
the requirements of natural
resource analysis, wildlife
habitat analysis, and impact
and analysis and mitigation
plan. County code requires
submitting the wildlife habitat
studies to Idaho Department
Fish and Game for technical
review and comment.
Teton County Code 8-4-4
establishes setbacks from
streams and the Teton River
for new development. No
incentives for extending
additional setbacks or habitat
protection is in the current
code.
Development of PUDs as
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8.8 Work collaboratively with
other jurisdictions to preserve,
enhance, restore and maintain
undeveloped lands critical for
providing ecosystem connections
and buffers for joining significant
ecosystems.
8.9 Designate and map lands
within or buffering Teton River
Canyon as an irreplaceable
natural area, and work with
private landowners and
government agencies to protect
and conserve the area’s ecological
resources, including wintering big
game and cutthroat trout.

outlined in Teton Code 9-5
outlines requirements for
open space dedication.
Section 9-5-2 (D) outlines
direction to dedicate lands
that fall into the wildlife
habitat, hillside, floodplain,
and wetland overlays as open
space . Section 9-5-2-E directs
clustered development in
PUDs away from the overlay
areas.
This is a general statement
relative to inter-governmental
cooperation and requires no
regulatory action to
implement.

Implementation of this
policy would require an
amendment to Teton
County Code, creating the
noted land classification,
with accompanying
regulation to guide
management of lands within
the classification.

Teton County does not
regulate water resources, big
game, or fishery resources as
requested in this policy
statement. Implementation of
this specific policy as written
would require an amendment
to Teton County code creating
a recognized land
classification of “Irreplaceable
natural area” and creating
policy specific for that
consideration.
At present, Teton County
Code has provisions that
consider the attributes
present in the Teton River
Canyon, and while not calling
it an “irreplaceable natural
area,” and with no regulatory
authority for water resources,
big game, or trout, Teton
County does have regulatory
mandates for development
near the Teton River, and in
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areas with steep slopes. For
example, any structures near
the Teton River must meet
100 foot setback regulation.
(8-4-4). Subdivisions must
consider overlay areas for
flood plains, hillside overlay,
wildlife habitats, and
wetlands and waterways. (85-2). Additionally, lands
within the Teton River Canyon
would also be subject to
additional nutrient pathogen
studies prior to development.
(9-3-2). So while there is no
specific land classification
established at present for the
Teton River Canyon, there are
several levels of regulation for
development that might be
proposed in the Canyon, and
any other areas with similar
geographic resources.
Community Events and Facilities
Goal CEF 1: Provide high-quality public and private services and facilities in a coordinated manner
for the health, safety, and enjoyment of the community.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
1.1 Encourage locating new
Location of specific land
This policy statement infers
facilities in existing population
uses is established through
that community facilities
centers to maximize efficiency
zoning of allowed uses.
should be located within or
and convenience and minimize
adjacent to the cities in the
costs.
County. Each city maintains
their won zoning
classifications and land use
standards. In the
unincorporated county, every
“Public, Quasi-Public” land
use listed in the land use table
in Title 8, Section 8-4-1, with
the exception of hospital and
museum, would be allowed to
be located in A/RR-2.5 and A20, virtually anywhere in the
46
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1.2 Develop Master Plans for
Recreation, Community Facilities,
and other Public Services that
coordinate and include all
providers and users.

1.3 Encourage partnerships and
working relationships with nonprofit groups in order to expand
services and facilities.
1.4 Identify appropriate locations
for new facilities in accordance
with proposed master plans and
build these new facilities when
the demand and funding exist.

1.5 Maintain a 20-year capital
facilities program with 5 year
reviews that sets priorities for

The County has a Capital
Improvement Plan. It is

County, either permitted by
right, permitted with
conditions, or with a
Conditional Use Permit. This
includes churches, schools,
playgrounds, retreat centers,
and a variety of utility and
infrastructure support. If
location of such facilities is to
be included only in the cities,
then the land use matrix in
Title 8-4-1 should be
amended to remove those
uses from A/RR-2.5 and A-20
areas.
Recreation, community
facilities, and other public
services are included in the
County’s Capital
Improvement Plan. If this is
insufficient, then funding
would be necessary to
complete an additional
planning effort. This would
best be completed through
use of a qualified consultant.
This is a general statement
relative to organizational
cooperation and requires no
regulatory action to
implement.
Recreation, community
facilities, and other public
services are included in the
County’s Capital
Improvement Plan. If this is
insufficient, then funding
would be necessary to
complete an additional
planning effort. This would
best be completed through
use of a qualified consultant.
The County has a Capital
Improvement Plan. It is
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constructing necessary facilities
which are consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan.
1.6 Identify acceptable Levels of
Service (LOS), create LOS plans,
and develop standards for
measuring service delivery
success for fire/EMS, law
enforcement,
utilities/infrastructure,
transportation, weed
management, medical care,
libraries, parks, solid waste, and
recreational facilities.
1.7 Require the burial of electrical
and other facilities where feasible
in order to preserve the County’s
scenic views.

included in the appendix of
the Comp Plan.

included in the appendix of
the Comp Plan.

Levels of Service for
community services are
established in the Capital
Improvement Plan.

The County has a Capital
Improvement Plan. It is
included in the appendix of
the Comp Plan.

Implementation would
require that utilities be
located underground. This
has been done.

1.8 Maintain and improve outdoor
lighting requirements that protect
dark skies.

Implementation would
include establishing an
outdoor lighting code. This
has been done.

Teton County Code 9-4-1
addresses development
standards for new
subdivisions. 9-4-2 (B-5)
specifically requires
underground utilities in
subdivisions and PUDs.
Teton County Code 8-4-6 as
well as 9-4-1(K) serves as the
Outdoor Lighting
requirements for the County.
There has been interest is
simplifying and updating the
code to allow for easier
implementation and
enforcement.

Goal CEF 2: Encourage the development and support of high-quality education facilities (primary,
secondary and post-secondary) and diverse and affordable activities for all ages.
Policy Statement
2.1 Work with School District 401,
private schools and non-profit
organizations to encourage
expansion and development of
the pre-K through post secondary
education system.

Implementation

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
This is a general statement
relative to inter-governmental
cooperation and requires no
regulatory action to
implement.
It is noteworthy that in
support of the new school
being constructed near
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2.2 Encourage the siting of new
schools near existing
neighborhood centers to promote
walkability.

Implementation of this
could be accomplished by
amending the land use table
in Teton County Code 8-4-1,
do remove educational
institution as an allowed use
in the unincorporated
county.

2.3 Encourage the Idaho State
Legislature to change the State
educational allocation formula so
as to provide adequate funding
for public education.
2.4 Provide incentives for new
developments to create and/or
enhance community amenities.

Implementation of this task
does not involve any kind of
regulatory action by the
County.
Implementation of this task
would not require any
regulatory action.

Driggs, that in support of
School District #401, Teton
County waived the impact
fees associated with the new
school.
Siting of new schools within
the framework of the County
Code is at the discretion of
the school district. In the
theoretical, meeting this
policy requirement could be
accomplished through
revision of Teton County Code
as noted, to not allow
educational institutions in the
unincorporated county. The
reality is that this doesn’t
come up all that often. And at
present, the School has
chosen to place new
structures on land they
already owned, which has
established a cluster of
schools in Driggs on an island
parcel of unincorporated land
near the airport. It is
anticipated that Teton County
would support annexation of
this parcel into the City of
Driggs. As such, it would be in
their jurisdiction for land use
regulation.
This policy action denotes a
lobbying task that is outside
the realm of regulatory
authority or action of the
County.
Teton County Code allows for
a variety of mechanisms for
negotiation in consideration
of any kind of development.
Negotiations are available
through various subdivision
processes in Title 9, and
through regulatory processes
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2.5 Support the construction of a
multi-use recreation facility or
network of facilities (pool, gym,
climbing wall, bowling alley,
indoor riding arena, indoor
shooting range, etc.) when
financially feasible and in
accordance with the Recreation
Master Plan.
2.6 Encourage expansion and
development of community
libraries.

Community recreation
facilities are included in the
Capital Improvement Plan.

such as conditional use
permits as outlined in Title 86-1.
Community recreation
facilities are included in the
Capital Improvement Plan.

The Valley of the Tetons
Libraries are governed by
their own board of trustees,
and are funded through a
special funding district.
Expansion and development
of the libraries is at the
discretion of the library
board.

The Valley of the Tetons
Libraries are governed by
their own board of trustees,
and are funded through a
special funding district.
Expansion and development
of the libraries is at the
discretion of the library
board.

Goal CEF 3: Encourage an environment that fosters community involvement.
Policy Statement

Implementation

3.1 Find common ground by
identifying shared values and
priorities and acknowledging
differences respectfully

This is a general statement
relative community
cooperation and requires no
regulatory action to
implement.
This is a general statement
relative to community
cooperation and requires no
action to implement.

3.2 Support events and activities
that bring diverse segments of the
community together.

3.3 Encourage open
communication among

This is a general statement
relative community
cooperation and requires no

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
This is a general statement
relative community
cooperation and requires no
regulatory action to
implement.
No policy action is required
for this policy statement. The
Board of County
Commissioners have in the
past, allocated county funds
and/or resources in support
of community events and
activities. It is anticipated that
commitment of county
resources will e considered on
a case by case basis.
This is a general statement
relative community
cooperation and requires no
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community organizations to
minimize scheduling conflicts.

regulatory action to
implement.

regulatory action to
implement.

Policy Statement

Implementation

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
4.1 Seek funding options (e.g.
Implementation would
Funding for recreation
Recreation District, grants, private include funding facilities and services, including the County
donations) to develop and
programs for recreation
Fairgrounds are included in
support affordable facilities and
purposes.
the Capital Improvement
activities for all ages (e.g.
Plan, as well as annual budget
Recreation Center, 4-H, etc.).
considerations by the Board
of County Commissioners. No
further policy action is
necessary.
4.2 Seek funding options to acquire Implementation would
Funding for future public
land for future public services and include funding public
services and facilities are
facilities.
services and facilities.
included in the Capital
Improvement Plan, as well as
annual budget considerations
by the Board of County
Commissioners. No further
policy action is necessary.
4.3 Maintain up-to-date County
Implement a Capital
The County maintains a
impact fees which ensure that
Improvement Plan and
Capital Improvement Plan and
growth pays its fair share of the
Impact Fee program.
Impact Fee program. It is due
costs of necessary facilities and
for an update.
services.
4.4 Support programs and
It would be nice if recycling
partnerships that reduce costs for
really did reduce costs to the
the County (e.g. recycling, cocounty!
locating facilities, and sharing
resources).
4.5 New development shall be
Implementation of this
Teton County Code 9-4
approved only when adequate
policy statement would
outlines development
public facilities and services are
require defining “public
standards that must be met
available, or when necessary
facilities and services.”
for any new subdivision in
improvements will be made as
Then, development
unincorporated Teton County.
part of the development project.
standards outlined Teton
Public facilities included in the
County Code Section 9-4
development standards as
would need to include those presently outlined include
specific terms.
roads, easements, planting
and reserve strips,
landscaping, access, outdoor
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Goal CEF 4: Adequately fund existing and future public services and facilities.

lighting, curbs and gutters,
pathways, public utilities,
water supply and sewer
systems, fire protection,
street lighting, and public land
access. Such improvements
must be completed prior to
completion of the
development and sale of lots
within the development.
Additionally, at the building
stage, impact fees are
assessed for each dwelling
unit constructed, which go to
fund further public facilities
through the Capital
Improvement Plan.
Agriculture + Rural Heritage
Goal ARH 1: Preserve and enhance Teton Valley’s small town feel, rural heritage and distinctive
identity.
Policy Statement
Implementation
Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
1.1 Ensure that planned growth
This is a general statement. Teton County utilizes zoning
maintains Teton Valley’s rural
Implementation would
to manage development
character.
include further refining
density, which is a common
“rural character”.
tool in discussions of rural
character. Private land in
Teton County is roughly
evenly with lands zoned as
A/RR 2-5, and A-20.
This ensures that
development in the
unincorporated county
maintains large lots and
openness. PUDs may have
smaller lots, in exchange for
dedication of open spaces.
1.2 Encourage vacation of
Implementation would
Teton County Code 9-7
subdivision plats where
include providing ways to
provides regulatory direction
appropriate and viable.
vacate and/or amend
for vacation and amendment
subdivisions.
of platted subdivisions.
1.3 Ensure that open spaces are
Implementation of this
Teton County does not
managed responsibly.
policy statement would
enforce CC&Rs. Home
include enforcement of
Owner’s Associations are
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1.4 Maintain the County’s rural
heritage through the scenic
corridors.

1.5 Support the preservation of
open space, farmland, natural
beauty, and critical environmental
areas.

1.6 Encourage higher density
development in the cities of
Driggs, Victor, and Tetonia.

responsible for management
of open spaces and
enforcement of CC&Rs.
Implementation would
Teton County Code 8-5
include defining scenic
outlines regulation of lands
corridors, and establishing
within various “overlay
regulations that would guide areas.” Scenic Corridors are
development within the
defined in this section, with
scenic corridor, to ensure
regulations related to the
that it meets the terms of
scenic corridors in 8-5-2 (D).
the regulation.
Implementation would
Teton County Code Titles 8
include provisions for open
and 9 govern zoning and
space and protection of
subdivision development.
environmental areas in
Each have various measures
future development.
for dedication of open space,
low density development
within the unincorporated
county, and consideration of
environmental conditions
such as streams, wetlands,
wildlife habitats, etc….
Implementation would
Each city maintains their own
include zoning within the
zoning regulation that
cities to allow for higher
governs the density of
density development.
development within each city.

Goal ARH 2: Balance property rights and rural character.
Policy Statement
2.1 Develop a means to
compensate private property
owners for large parcels of open
space that benefit the community.
Funding options may include:
2.1.1: Transfer of development
rights program in cooperation
with the cities of Victor, Driggs,
and Tetonia;
2.1.2: Acquire conservation
easements through purchase,
lease or voluntary donation;

Implementation

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
Generally, Teton County has
not sought to acquire lands.
Many conservation
organizations, trusts, or
private individuals have
purchased lands and/or
conservation easements with
the intention of reserving
those lands from
development.
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with dedicated open spaces.
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2.2 Provide a means for transfer
of agricultural land to family
members.
2.3 Incentivize maintaining or
creating large parcels.

Teton County does not govern
who many transfer land from
one person/organization to
another.
Implementation of this
Teton County would need to
policy statement implies
establish an incentive
some kind of incentive or
program that would include
reward given to land owners the provisions as noted.
NOT to divide parcels of
land. If this is to be
accomplished, terms would
need to establish size
thresholds, specific
incentives, qualification for
the incentives, and a
funding source that would
support the incentives.

Goal ARH 3: Support and enhance agriculture and ranching.
Policy Statement
Implementation
3.1 Recognize the Right to Farm
Act.

3.2 Improve and maintain roads
important for agricultural
production and transportation.

3.3 Support local food production
outlets such as Farmer’s Markets
and encourage local agriculture
production.

The Right to Farm Act refers
to Idaho Statute Title 22
Chapter 45. As State Law,
there is no need for further
recognition by the Teton
County.
Implementation of this
action would include that
Teton County maintain a
system of county roads,
including regular
maintenance and
development of those
roads.
Implementation of this
policy action would include
allowing sale of locally
grown produce.

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
Though not necessary to
reaffirm or recognize State
Law, the Board of County
Commissioners could pass a
resolution in recognition of
the Right to Farm Act.
Teton County maintains a
system of county roads and
maintains them as county
budgets allow and funds are
allocated by the Board of
County Commissioners within
the overall operation of
county government and
services.
Sale of locally grown produce
is allowed on-site in every
zoning district in the
unincorporated county.

Goal ARH 4: Respect cultural heritage sites.
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2.1.3: Establish a program to fund
the acquisition of open space.

Policy Statement

Implementation

4.1 Sites and structures listed on
State and National Registers of
Historic Places or on the Idaho
Historic Sites Inventory (IHSI) shall
be included on the environmental
checklist at the initial stages of a
development project.
4.2 Work with private landowners
to protect historic structures
which are included in a historic
registry adopted by the County.

Implementation would
include adding an historic
site inquiry as part of the
subdivision checklist.

Implementation of this
policy statement would
include establishment of a
Teton County Historic
Registry.

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
Teton County Code would
need to be amended to
include a query of the IHSI as
part of the development
application process.

Teton County would need to
establish a County Historic
Registry, and provide
mechanisms, staffing, and/or
agreements to maintain and
manage the registry, and
provide technical assistance in
protection of historic
structures that would be
included on the County
Registry.

Goal ARH 5: Reduce infestation/introduction of invasive species.
Policy Statement

Implementation

5.1 Support on-going efforts to
map current noxious weed
infestations.

Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.
Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.

5.2 Continue support of public
education and outreach that
target noxious weed
identification, landowner control
responsibilities under Idaho State
Law, noxious weed management
options and noxious weed
management funding alternatives.
5.3 Continue to offer cost share
assistance to willing landowners
through the Idaho State
Department of Agriculture’s
(ISDA’s) noxious weed cost share
grant program.

Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.

Actions Taken or Needed to
Implement
Teton County has an
established weed
management program.
Teton County has an
established weed
management program.

Teton County has an
established weed
management program.
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3.1.a

5.4 Support current county weed
control enforcement policies to
better report, police and enforce
noxious weed violations under
State Law in a fair, timely and
consistent manner.
5.5 High priority will be given to
managing invasive species that
have, or potentially could have, a
substantial impact on county
resources, or that can reasonably
be expected to be successfully
controlled.
5.6 Address the cause of invasive
species infestations and work to
reduce initial outbreaks especially
on disturbed lands.
5.7 Provide public education on
appropriate uses of chemical
weed control so that it is used in a
way that is compatible with
surrounding uses.

Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.

Teton County has an
established weed
management program.

Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.

Teton County has an
established weed
management program.

Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.
Implementation would
include establishment of a
weed management program
for the County.

Teton County has an
established weed
management program.
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3.1.a

Teton County has an
established weed
management program.
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